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EPCS
Duo helps healthcare organizations meet Electronic Prescriptions for Controlled Substances 

(EPCS) compliance requirements in a quick and easy way.

T H E  C H A L L E N G E :

E-Prescribing for Controlled Medications
E-prescribing is growing in 
adoption across all the U.S. by 
increasing prescription fill rates 
for patients and helping them 
adhere to medications, while 
improving their general health 
outcomes. E-prescriptions also 
reduce cases of fill fraud and 
error, by maintaining records.

E-prescriptions for controlled 
medications require extra 
EPCS controls for healthcare 
providers to be able to prescribe. 
To meet the EPCS compliance 
requirements, organizations 
need to deploy additional 
security solutions, which can be 
time and resource-consuming. 
Duo makes it easy.

Duo integrates with the most popular apps, including:

“Duo integrates with Epic, 
which means we were able to 
be an early adopter of EPCS 
functionality in Epic, with 1000+ 
providers currently enrolled.”

Security Manager, Large Enterprise Healthcare Company



sales@duo.com

Duo Security, now part of Cisco, is the leading multi‑factor 

authentication (MFA) and secure access provider. Duo is 

a trusted partner to more than 40,000 customers globally, 

including Facebook, Lyft, University of Michigan, Yelp, Box, 

Generali, La‑Z‑Boy and more.

Try it for free at duo.com.

Cisco Secure delivers a streamlined, customer‑centric 

approach to security that ensures it’s easy to deploy, manage, 

and use. We help 100 percent of the Fortune 100 companies 

secure work — wherever it happens — with the broadest, 

most integrated platform.

Learn more at cisco.com/go/secure.
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T H E  S O L U T I O N :

Easy and Compliant E-Presciptions
Duo helps healthcare organizations meet EPCS compliance requirements in three easy ways:

01
Approve E-Prescriptions 
with a Single Tap

Duo provides a self-enrollment 
option helping doctors enroll 
within minutes. Once enrolled, 
doctors can use Duo’s one-tap 
push notification on their 
smartphones to authenticate 
and approve e-prescriptions. 
Doctors may also choose other 
authentication methods available 
with Duo such as hard tokens or 
soft tokens with Duo Mobile.

02
Prove Compliance with 
Comprehensive Reporting

Duo helps health organizations 
prove compliance and become 
audit ready with extensive 
reporting and logging. Duo’s 
comprehensive logs can be used 
to show evidence of compliance 
and can be exported to your log 
management system for analyzing 
security risks. Administrators can 
easily stay on top of key security 
events in their network with 
detailed and scheduled reporting.  

03
Easily Integrate with 
Leading EHRs

Duo provides an out-of-the-
box integration with leading 
Electronic Health Record (EHR) 
and e-prescription solutions 
(e.g., Epic Hyperdrive). Over 
100 customers use Duo with 
Epic to approve e-prescriptions. 
To learn about other integrations 
supported by Duo, contact 
your Duo account executive.

for EPCS

*Note: For the purposes of EPCS, choose between Duo Push, WebAuthn, security keys, OTP hard tokens, or FIPS 140-2 

validated hardware tokens to help meet your compliance team’s interpretation of the Federal EPCS Guidelines.

“Duo has enabled us to use EPCS with a secure, 
easy‑to‑use, second factor of authentication.”

Kimberly Sucy
IAM Supervisor, Rochester Regional Health System


